Hello! We are inviting you to be a sponsor at our annual Open Wings Fun Run on May 19th at Lake Andrea in Pleasant Prairie! This year we are hosting a COLOR RUN!!! This is a great opportunity to get your business name out there and to support a non-profit school that helps kids right in our own community!

Proceeds from the event will fund a unique learning opportunity for children in Kenosha and the surrounding area (both typically developing and those with neurodevelopmental challenges of relating and communicating, including PDD and autism).

Sponsorships available:
Start & Finish Line sponsor: $500 Custom made sign at the starting line
Color Station sponsor: $250 Custom made sign at one of the color stations (3 available)
Letter Sign sponsor: $100 Custom made sign along the race pathway (Letters A-Z)

If you would like to be a sponsor, please email us at: openwingoffice@openwingslearning.org, or call: 262-697-7744.

Thank you for supporting the students of Open Wings! We hope you can join us for the race!